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Beyond the Runway A “Model” for Success!
Program participant Lenore Sierzega
takes to the runway at the Thrift Shoppe’s
2nd Annual Tea and Fashion Show
Read full story on page 2

Ave news
Beyond the Runway a Runaway Success!
In only its second year, the Avenues Thrift Shoppe Tea and Fashion
Show nearly doubled in attendance, and tripled last year’s earnings!
Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors, donors, volunteers
and the more than 200 guests that attended, $11,500 was raised
and will be used to support a major expansion of the Thrift
Shoppe Training Program. This valuable program currently helps
participants develop retail and customer service skills, and prepares
them for possible community employment.

Thrift Shoppe expanding operations!
In order to develop the Thrift Shoppe Training Program to its
fullest potential, Avenues recently purchased more space next to
the adjacent Thrift Shoppe at 7710 W. Touhy Avenue in Chicago.
Donations from generous contributors to the Campaign for
Independence, a three year initiative with a goal of $3.8 million,
was used to purchase the new space. The campaign was designed
to provide greater financial independence for Avenues and to
continue our presence in the community, today and well into

the future. The expansion will provide an additional 1000 square
feet to our existing Thrift Shoppe, and will enable us to build a
computer center and other employment development areas for
our participants. The expansion will also provide much needed
retail space so more merchandise can be displayed and sold, and
ultimately expand the number of participants in the employment
training program.
As Avenues goes to press, the Thrift Shoppe will temporary close
on December 23. Watch for the grand re-opening of the new Thrift
Shoppe in mid-January, 2014.
Kudos to Beyond the Runway chair Jeanne Doheny, her dedicated
committee, and presenting sponsor Glenview State Bank for
making the event so successful!
To view more pictures from Beyond the Runway, please visit the
Media Gallery on Avenues’ website.
a. Posed for success! Congrats to
Beyond the Runway committee
members (from top left) Krys
Kazmerick, Jolene Wise-Silverman,
Peg O’Herron, Jeanne Doheny
(chair), Kathy Davis, Mary Grimes,
Mary Prindiville, Ann Marie Ehrlich,
Jacki Kimel, Rosanne Plescia, Pat
Grimes, and Shirley Krischke (not
pictured: Laura Randazzo and
Susan Schilaci).

b.

a.

b. Volunteer John Davis sells
raffle tickets to Marlene
Anderson, mother of participant
Jeff Anderson.

c.

c. A
 venues’ resident Nadine Henich
(right) shared the event with her
sister Jill Smith (standing) and
mother Sandy Henich.

d1.

d2.

e.

d. R
 unway Fashionistas! Thrift Shoppe
participants Adam Randazzo and
Laura Kaczmarek model trendy
outfits from the Thrift Shoppe.

f.

e. Amanda Krishke displays greeting
cards she made; just some of the
many items handmade by Thrift
Shoppe participants for sale in the
popular “boutique.”
f. M
 odels span three generations!
Twins Callan (left) and Cooper
Ehrlich take to the runway with
a little help from their parents,
Barbara and Sean Ehrlich. Sean and
his mother (VP of Development
Ann Marie), both have modeled at
Avenues’ early fashion shows from
the 1980’s.
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Struggling with a changing state system for 30 years.
eliminating funding for an individual living
at Avenues for 20 years because he is not
“disabled enough”.
In 1983, for my Avenues colleagues and
me, the changes in Springfield were
of little concern. We had few ties to
the old ways of doing things; while we
lamented the lack of compassion from the
bureaucracy, we proceeded to focus on
our Avenues corner of the world.
We found ways to deal with a system
that was less responsive to the needs of
people with autism, cerebral palsy, Down
Syndrome and other intellectual, physical
and developmental disabilities. Our staff,
Board of Directors, donors and
volunteers worked to expand
non-governmental resources;
Regardless of managed care, government
despite the difficulties in
funding, mergers, we will continue to
Illinois, Avenues continued
provide services whether at home, in
to grow and prosper to serve
the community or in an Avenues facility.
more people in need.
We want Avenues to Independence to
Today, we are faced with a
continue being recognized as the gonew set of circumstances.
to organization that has been helping
The specter of managed care
taking over makes it seem like
people with disabilities since 1953.
the world is coming to an end.
Similar to what has happened
with hospitals, doctors and other medical
Illinois Department of Mental Health and
care, Avenues and other organizations
Developmental Disabilities (DMHDD) was
are facing reimbursement reductions
the state agency in charge of services
and a potential consolidation of the 400+
for the people at Avenues, overseeing
disability service providers in Illinois. In
local regions and sub-regions, all fully
states where managed long-term disability
staffed by individuals trained in the
care has taken place, small local providers
helping professions. Everyone worked
have given way to statewide and national
together to make sure that government
firms who now provide the majority of
provided the best possible funding and
their day, residential and other support
support for people with disabilities. State
services.
staff even helped to get around their
own bureaucracy to obtain services for
Consumers and their families are more
someone in need.
informed than ever on their disability
service options. They are challenging the
Soon after my appointment, Illinois
Illinois service system to provide a better
experienced a budget shortfall. A new
array of home-based and other specialized
DMHDD Director with political and budget
support services. No more institutions,
knowledge, but no disability experience
nursing homes and sheltered workshops;
was appointed. Shortly thereafter, state
smaller, more individualized offerings
layoffs occurred, regions were disbanded
with flexibility in locations, schedules and
and the bureaucracy became more of a
activities will soon become the norm.
hindrance than a help.
Everyone at Avenues is hard at work
In the minds of disability advocates,
planning for these changes.
the world as we knew it had come to
We are once again, learning to deal with a
an end. We now know this was the start
system in change. Regardless of managed
of a downhill slide that today, places
care, government funding, and mergers,
Illinois at 44th nationally in funding of
we will continue to provide services
its community developmental disability
whether at home, in the community or
services. The state is woefully understaffed;
in an Avenues facility. We want Avenues
payment delays have become the norm
to Independence to continue being
and bureaucrats think nothing about
This November, 2013,
I celebrated my 30th
anniversary as the
Executive Director of
Avenues. During my
Robert Okazaki,
tenure, I have had
Executive Director
the good fortune to
be surrounded by a
dedicated staff, Board of Directors, donors
and many others who have worked hard
to make Avenues a success. Much has
changed during the past 30 years and
much more change is to come.
Prior to 1983, state funding for disability
programs was on an upswing. The

recognized as the go-to organization that
has been helping people with disabilities
since 1953.

…this was the start of a
downhill slide that today,
places Illinois at 44th
nationally in funding of its
community developmental
disability services.
The British statesman, Benjamin Disraeli,
said “change is inevitable, change is
constant”. Through your continued concern
and support, we will deal with the next 60
years of inevitable change due to budgets,
bureaucracies and BS. Our constant is
something that people with disabilities at
Avenues can depend on every day.

Foundations Support
our Programs
Avenues is thankful for the generous
grants and corporate gifts received
since our last publication.
For the Job Placement Program:
• Butler Family Foundation
• Edmond and Alice Opler
Foundation
• Henrietta Lange Burk Fund
For nursing support:
• Fred J. Brunner Foundation
For general support:
• The Louis and Harold Price
Foundation
• Erie Insurance (through E.J. Coyne
and Company)
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“Oopah” for the Ninth Annual Spotlight on Wine!
a.

On October 3, more than 200 guests gathered at the National
Hellenic Museum in Chicago to celebrate the ninth annual
Spotlight on Wine and continue the festivities that Dionysus,
the mythological Greek God of wine and merry making, started
centuries ago.
In true Hellenic spirit, the members of Avenues’ Chicago
Partnership Board worked like Olympiads and helped raised

b.

c.

d.

$25,000 to expand the computer training program and benefit the
75 residents living in Avenues’ supported homes.
Guests savored tempting hors d’ouevres from Hel’s Kitchen
Catering in Northbrook and sampled six exceptional wines
provided by Park Ridge resident Jim Cosma of Atlas Imports,
while enjoying the museum’s décor and exhibits.
Chicago Partnership Board Member Eldon Ham and Avenues’
participant Bill Rogers demonstrated how anyone with a mobile
phone may text to 20222 and donate $10 to Avenues, and Board
Chair Jolene Wise Silverman believes, ”It was a great feeling to
see audience members immediately reaching for their phones
to generously donate.” All guests who texted were automatically
entered in a special wine raffle, and thanks to the Weiss-Ham
Foundation, every $10 text donation made at the event was
matched up to a total of $1500.
In addition to several raffle prizes, guests were able to bid on two
live auction items, including a golf package at the Olympia Fields
Country Club, compliments of Chicago Partnership Board Member
Paul Carlisle, and a two night stay in the Angels and Kings Suite,
donated by the Hard Rock Hotel Chicago and thanks to Avenues
friend Amy Fasano.
Photographs can be viewed by visiting the media gallery on Avenues
website and select “Ninth Annual Spotlight on Wine.”

a. Special thanks to the 19 members of the Chicago
Partnership Board sponsored the 9th annual Spotlight
on Wine. Pictured (from left) are L. Lavorato, B.
Thalmann, M. Shoolin (VP of Development), E. Quade,
J. Wise Silverman (Board Chair), K. Clarke, E. Ham, P.
Carlisle, B. Stewart, D. Fasano, C. Sasser, J. Allcox , J.
Liska, and A. Goodkin.
b. Pam Sasser, pictured with husband and Foundation
Board Chair Fred Sasser, shows her excitement at
winning the live auction bid for a two night stay at the
Angels and King Suite at the Hard Rock Hotel Chicago.
c. Jim Cosma, President of Atlas Imports, toasts with
staff member Ron Reeves. Special thanks to Jim who
provided the wines for the event.

e.

d Suburban Partnership Board Member Marc Blumenthal
is pictured with his wife Sheila (left) and Sarah Topus.

f.

e. Paul Carlisle, donor of the live auction Olympia
Fields Country Club golf package, is flanked by his
wife Rebecca (left) and daughter Julie. Paul and Julie
represent two generations that serve on the Chicago
Partnership Board.
f. A
 nna and Seth Lamden proudly display the painting
they won in a special silent art auction. They are
pictured with Avenues’ artist Sharon Duggan (center).
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Event sponsors make a major difference in our clients’ lives in 2013
As Avenues’ concludes its 60th anniversary year, we are very
grateful for the support from our corporate and individual event
sponsors. Because of their commitment and generosity, our
2013 fundraising events – Love Affair, Irish Fest, Avenues Gorman
Golf and Tennis Classic, Spotlight on Wine, Recycling Avenue
Walk-n-Roll, and Beyond the Runway -the Thrift Shoppe Tea and

Fashion Show- were extremely successful and raised support for
the computer center and a new accessible bathroom at the work
center; and assisted with the purchase of a new residence, Kendrick
House in Des Plaines. We enjoyed welcoming the many new friends
the sponsorships brought to Avenues, and we thank them for their
continued support of the people we serve.

Spotlight on Wine sponsors Eldon Ham and his
wife, Nan Weiss-Ham (center) of the Weiss-Ham
Foundation, are pictured with their children,
Carla and Brandon Ham.

Love Affair Clarence Herbst,
major benefactor is joined by his
daughter Cathy (left) and his
wife, Linda Vitti Herbst

Love Affair

• Clarence Herbst - Major Benefactor
• Glen & Laura Amundsen
• Bill & Bernice Bruton
• Craig & Mary Dow
• Ray & Sylvia Emerick
• Tom & Barbara Emerick
• FCL Graphics
• Fred & Nancy Gillick
• Tom and Cathy Joyce
• Dale Kendrick
• Jacki & Shelly Kimel
• Lawson Products, Inc

• William Powell
• Ed & Bonnie Reinhart
• Collin Sasser
• Oscar Serna
• Jolene & Steve Silverman
• John & Jean Simms
• Anne Stewart

Spotlight on Wine
Special thanks to MB Financial Bank, Eagle sponsor of the
Avenues/Gorman Golf and Tennis Classic for the fourth
consecutive year.

Avenues/Gorman Golf & Tennis Classic
• MB Financial Bank –
Eagle Level Sponsor

• Steve & Chris Wilson Birdie Level Sponsor
• Norm Anderson
• Arlington Park Racecourse
• AutoNation Toyota Scion
Libertyville
• Al & Lorie Bartel
• Ron Bjelopetrovich –
Dream Works Graphic
Communications LLC
• Len & Barbara Bunge
• Chicago Freight
Car Leasing

Irish Fest
• Frank Calabrese - Major Benefactor
Recycling Avenue Walk-n-Roll
• John & Suzanne Kenney

• Anna C. Gamble
Foundation
• Laurus Strategies

• Bob Chinn’s Crab House
• Craig & Mary Dow
• Jerry, Sue & Richard Feldman
• Bill & Sally GreaneyAir Expressions
• Electric Gum
• Garvey Office Products
• Fred & Nancy Gillick
• Graham Hills

• Imageworks Chicago, Inc.
• Dale Kendrick –
Barnaby’s Pizza

• Michael Martin – Merrill
Lynch & Co.
• Mike McGee
• Metco Engineering, Inc
• Tim Perry-Wintrust
Mortgage
• Dick & Patt Spatafora
• Luther Thomas
• Wilson Dow Group

• Collin Sasser & Alison
Whittington
• Wintrust/Paul Carlisle

• Ron BjelopetrovichDreamworks Graphics
Communications
• Fidelity National
Title CompanyPeter Petersen

• Robert & Lynn
Goldschmidt
• Weiss-Ham Foundation
• Allcox Family
• Paul & Rebecca Carlisle
• Tom & Barbara Emerick
• Jerry & Sue Feldman
• Lauren Lavorato &
Joseph Barron
• John & Carol McKinnon
• Jolene & Steve
Silverman
• Brian & Sheri Stewart
• Wells Fargo AdvisorsMichael Palet

• Diana Almazan
• Law Offices of Marc J.
Blumenthal, Ltd.
• Michelle & Steven
Cucchiaro
• Decision Bridge LLC,
-Glen Marder
• Julie & Mark Lerman
• Jill F. Smith & Shlomo
Bar-Sheshet
• Gail & Gary Lissner
Beyond the Runway
Tea & Fashion Show
• Glenview State BankPresenting Sponsor

• James Banks
• Steve Godek,
GPM Mfg, Inc
• Dennis Greco, Top Shelf
Amusements, LLC
• Mary & Joseph Kelly
• Jacki Kimel
• Jolene Wise-Silverman
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Walk-n-Roll supporters, volunteers go the extra mile
for Recycling Avenue!
On Saturday, September 21, the 6th Annual Walk-n-Roll helped raise $7,000 to support
the training and employment of the workers at Recycling Avenue. It was the most
successful Walk-n-Roll to date.
More than 70 participants enjoyed the sunny, fall morning as they walked (and rolled)
along Lake Arlington. After the walk, games were played for a chance to win prizes,
and thanks to sponsors John and Suzanne Kenney, all the participants went home with
a gift bag.
In addition to the
support at the Walk-nRoll, Recycling Avenue
recently received
Eileen Malatesta
two truckloads of
(center), along with
used computers and
Recycling Avenue
workers Colleen
electronic recyclables
Lynch and Greg
from School District
Campone, have a
128 (Vernon Hills,
good time at the
Libertyville) thanks to
Walk-n-Roll.
Educational Technology
Director Mick Torres
and his wife, Avenues
staff member Lisa
Torres. Thanks also to
Recycling Avenue
Lawson Products and
recognizes School
District 128 for their the efforts of Suburban
donated recyclables. Partnership Board
RA workers (from
Member Kathy Korsch,
left) Greg Campone,
who collected more
PJ Flaherty and
than 30 Blackberry
Colleen Lynch
cell phones, computer
present plaques
monitors and other
of appreciation to
D128 and the Board items at a recent
of Education.
electronics drive held in
Lawson’s lobby.

300,000 stuffed toys make
work center a holiday
work shop!

Just like Santa’s elves, our work shop
participants have been busy adding price
tags and packaging more than 300,000
stuffed animals that will sell at Claire’s
Boutiques stores this holiday season.
Claire’s Boutiques, in partnership with Ty
Product, sent a variety of stuffed dogs,
cats, and other animals to the work center
which has kept our workers busy as bees
for several months!

Cheryl Hager puts price tags on an
endless pile of stuffed reindeers.

Charlie Giera – “I don’t know where I would be without Avenues”
Charlie has been part of the Avenues family for over
33 years, and in many ways, he and members of the
Avenues family have literally grown up together. In
fact, when Charlie left a long care facility to become
an Avenues resident in 1980, Residential Director
Floyd Kortenhof had just joined Avenues a year earlier.
Through the years, Charlie and Floyd have shared a
special bond, and until Charlie was recently reunited
with his sister, his roommates and friends at Avenues
were the closest thing to family he knew.
Charlie’s longevity also extends to his employment
history, and Avenues helped Charlie obtain long term
positions at McDonalds and most recently in the
maintenance department at Creative Printing in Des
Plaines. When they closed last year, Charlie had been
an employee for 19 years. Charlie’s job loss was difficult
to deal with, but he told his concerned co-workers that
“Avenues will help me out.” Thanks to Calvin Keyes and
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Randall Smith from Avenue’s Job Placement Program,
and the outreach from Matt and Ed Coyne of Coyne
Insurance, Charlie is one of three Avenues’ workers who
are employed there now.
Today, Charlie lives at Herbst Family House with two
roommates, and is often seen around town riding his
bicycle or taking public transportation. He volunteers
two days a week at the Park Ridge Library, and is very
active at the Park Ridge Community Church. For the
past two years, Charlie has been taking reading classes
at the Des Plaines Public Library.
According to Amy Hill, Charlie’s case manager, he can
often be heard praising Avenues. When asked how he
feels, Charlie responds, “I don’t know where I would
be without Avenues”. Charlie indeed exemplifies what
Avenues is all about – helping people lead the lives
they choose with independence and dignity.

Great Things
Happen at Avenues
a.
A Community
of Support!

a.

b.

a. Mary and Joe Kelly, parents of Thrift
Shoppe employee John Kelly, collect
donations in Park Ridge for the Knights
of Columbus. A portion of the proceeds
will benefit Avenues.
b. P
 am Sasser, second from right, had the
winning bid at the Avenues/Gorman
Golf and Tennis Classic for “A Day at the
Races” package at Arlington Park, which
included a race dedicated to Avenues.
Pam is joined (from left) by Jamie Pierce,
Tiffinni Commings, jockey Christopher
Emigh, and Jenny Rizza.

c.

d.

c. St. Paul of the Cross in Park Ridge
recognized seven very special Avenues
parishioners – Nora Prindiville, Bill
Rogers, Bill Huening, Lenore Sierzega,
Lori Guthrie, Sharon Duggan and Mary
Grace Powell - at their recent inclusion
services. Bill Huening, pictured on left, is
offering the gifts.
d. Resident Lori Guthrie gets a hug from
State Rep. Marty Moylan (D-Des Plaines,
55th District) when he toured Sasser
Family House. He is pictured with
Residential Director Floyd Kortenhof
(left), Executive Director Bob Okazaki,
and Residential Manager Stephen Kray.

e.

f.

e/f. Thanks to the Park Ridge Rotary Club,
residents enjoyed another Pizza and
Bingo Night! Enjoying the good food,
games, prizes and camaraderie are
Mary Grace Powell (left) and Cindy
Wroblewski, along with Larry Kujack,
and new residents Brendan Foley and
Daniel Begich.
g. S tephanie Kegermann and David
Goldblatt take advantage of a warm
fall day and enjoy a walk in the
community, ending up at Thornton’s
to get a cup of coffee.

g.

h.

h. A
 mundsen House residents Allan
Rehwinkel and Jim Kearns watch as
windows are replaced in their home.
Allan said with pride that, “In March we
will have lived here 20 years!”
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On behalf of everyone
at Avenues to Independence,
we wish you a
happy holiday season!

Calendar of Events
2/15
3/9
4/13

Love Affair Gala
Irish Fest
Annual Family Meeting

AveNews Winter 2013/2014
Avenews is published three times a year for
the friends of Avenues.
Avenues to Independence
(847) 292-0870.
www.avenuestoindependence.org
Circulation 4,000.
Chair of the Board
Executive Director
Editor
Photographers

Peg O’Herron
Robert Okazaki
Laura Miles Lockwood
Laura Miles Lockwood
Stephen Kray
Avenues to Independence is dedicated to
putting aside old ideas about what is possible.
We work in partnership with the community to support
and encourage people with disabilities to lead the lives
they choose. Our success will eventually be measured
by how little we are needed.
Avenues to Independence is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization providing services for adults with intellectual,
physical, and developmental disabilities. All services and
employment are provided on an equal opportunity basis.
Avenues is accredited by CARF (Commission on Accreditation
of Rehabilitation Facilities).

Special thanks to Joe Ropski of Palwaukee Printing for providing color printing of Avenews.

